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relevant effect of the different NNSs on the gut microbiota.4

Moreover, as chemically diverse substances with varied ki-
netics, that is, absorption profiles, metabolic and excretion
pathways, NNSs should be evaluated individually with regard
to their potential health effects.

Therefore, Palatnik et al1 did the healthcare community of
obstetricians and gynecologists and their patients a disservice
with their alarmist conclusions that relied only on studies that
were not suitably designed for a reliable characterization of
the effects of any approved NNS. -
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REPLY
We thank Ms Pyrogianni for her interest in our clinical
opinion paper entitled “Consumption of non-nutritive
sweeteners during pregnancy” and her comments.
We state that the article intends to present the prevalence of
nonnutritive sweetener (NNS) consumption in pregnant
women and to highlight pieces of literature that have been
overlooked by health professionals. It is also not a systematic
review and should not be treated as such.

It should also be noted that we have no conflict of interest
in NNS research and that the food industry did not fund our
research. Therefore, we are merely advising caution and
emphasizing the need for more research on NNS exposure
during healthy gestation or pregnancy complications.

We acknowledge that both papers referenced in the Letters
to the Editors on the effect of NNS on the microbiome are
optimistic on their effects. However, these systematic reviews
are either not focusing on the microbiome or not precisely
looking at pregnancy exposure.1,2 Therefore, we emphasize
the need for a more specific study in that matter.

Once again, we appreciate the supplemental information
provided and welcome their addition to our clinical opinion
paper. -
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Delivery table shield to assist suspected and
confirmed severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2epositive women in labor

TO THE EDITORS: We read with interest the article by Sahin
et al.1 The authors describe an inhouse designed delivery table
shield to be used as an additional protective equipment when
assisting suspected or confirmed severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)epositive women in
labor. Although we believe that healthcare workers’ protection
comes first and foremost during these challenging times, we
have some concerns regarding the proposed use of this device.
NOVEMBER 2020 American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology 777
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has
led to abrupt modifications in the management of antenatal
visits, delivery, and postpartum period.2,3 Telehealth services
have been largely implemented to reduce in-person contacts,
and in some cases, policies that prohibit the presence of a
support person during labor and require temporary separa-
tion of mothers with SARS-CoV-2 infection from their
newborns have been instituted. Altogether, these changes
have taken their toll on women’s mental health, with potential
unforeseen consequences for them, their newborns, and their
close family members.4

Both continuous companionship and application of
mobility and upright positions during labor are usually rec-
ommended for all pregnant women to improve childbirth
experience.5 In addition, these interventions have been
associated with improved outcomes for women in labor,
including decreased risk of cesarean delivery.6 This is
particularly important in an already at-risk pregnant popu-
lation such as those with suspected or confirmed COVID-19.7

Owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, some women are be-
ing deprived of their right to have a support person during
labor and to experience mother-baby early bonding as part of
measures implemented to prevent the transmission of the
virus. Thus, favoring frequent position changes to enhance
maternal comfort and promote optimal fetal positioning
should be mandatory whenever possible. As obstetricians and
midwives, our duty is to protect the expecting mothers and
their neonates and to provide them the best care possible.
Simple and cost-effective interventions proven to be benefi-
cial to women in labor, such as mobility and alternative po-
sitions, should always be promoted and even more so in these
difficult times. The delivery table shield proposed by Sahin
and colleagues enforces a lithotomic position and creates an
additional barrier to interaction between the woman and the
physician or midwife during the delicate moments of pushing
when physical and emotional support is needed the most. We
believe the use of this shield should be discouraged unless
adequate personal protective equipment for the assisting
physicians or midwives is unavailable. -
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Response to concerns about the use of delivery
table shield in the vaginal delivery of the pregnant
women with suspected/diagnosed COVID-19

We would like to thank Ornaghi and colleagues for their
interest in our article.1 The authors expressed their con-
cerns that the delivery table shield may have a negative
impact on the psychology, mobility, and breathing of
pregnant women during delivery. However, as mentioned in
our study, it was only used in the second stage of labor
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